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Abstract 

MDM-TASK-web is the web server for the MD-TASK and MODE-TASK software suites. The 

web server simplifies the set-up for computing and visualizing results from dynamic residue 

networks, perturbation-response scanning, dynamic cross-correlation, essential dynamics, normal 

mode analysis and coordination-propensity. Upgrades and new functionalities to these software 

suites have also been introduced via the web server. An embedded work-flow, integrated 

documentation and 3D visualization functionality allow for a more intuitive and easy-to-use web 

platform. 

 

The web server is available at https://mdmtaskweb.rubi.ru.ac.za/. It is Django-based using a 

MySQL database and is compatible with all major web browsers. 
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1. Introduction  
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and normal mode analysis (NMA) are two key 

computational methods to study protein dynamics, and their structural and functional behavior 

(Liang et al., 2020; Sheik Amamuddy et al., 2020). Traditional MD trajectory analysis tools 

provide limited information to identify behavior such as allosteric or mutation effects. We, 

previously, proposed pipelines to analyze mutation effects (Brown and Tastan Bishop 2017; 

Brown et al., 2017a), and allosteric behavior (Penkler et al., 2017) using MD trajectories; and 

established MD-TASK (Brown et al., 2017b). Our second software suit, MODE-TASK (Ross et 

al., 2018) comprises NMA and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Both suites have been 

highly utilized. 

The required technical knowledge and software dependencies may act as a hurdle against more 

widespread usage of the tools and techniques. MDM-TASK-web bridges this gap by providing 

access to both tools while introducing new functionalities. It has been designed with a simple and 

intuitive interface that is supported by any recent web browser. The need for additional software, 

complex dependencies and command line expertise are greatly reduced. MDM-TASK-web 

includes new features such as additional DRN metrics, a communication propensity (CP) tool 

(Chennubhotla and Bahar, 2007; Penkler and Tastan Bishop, 2019), an aggregator of residue 

contact maps, comparative essential dynamics (ED), an anisotropic network model (ANM) 

workflow, and integrated 2D & 3D visualization. All tools have been ported to Python 3. 

2. Methods 
MDM-TASK-web is a single-page web application enabled by the Django web framework 

(Django, 2013). It uses the Bootstrap (Bootstrap, 2020) framework and the Knockout.js 

(Knockout.js, 2020) library to implement a dynamic and responsive front-end interface. Jobs are 

handled by the Job Management System (JMS) (Brown et al., 2015) tool, and NGL (version 2) 

(Rose et al., 2018) is used for 3D visualization. Extracts from MDM-TASK-web are presented in 

Figure 1. 

2.1 Trajectory management 

Transfer and storage of MD data can be a challenge for web servers as working with these large 

files can be offset by bandwidth and storage limitations. MDM-TASK-web can re-use 

trajectories and suggests preliminary solvent removal from the trajectory and topology files. A 

coarse-graining tool (https://github.com/oliserand/MD-TASK-prep), compatible with MDTraj, 
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PYTRAJ, MDAnalysis, GROMACS, VMD and CPPTRAJ, reduces trajectory size by retaining 

only Cα and Cβ atoms. Trajectory and topology files can be provided as URLs, so that remote 

simulation data can be analyzed without the need for specialized hardware. User data is privately 

stored on the server, while trajectories are automatically removed after 30 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Extracts from the MDM-TASK-web interface, showing (a) a coarse-grained viral capsid 
pentamer, (b) the normal mode quiver plot for the coarse-grained pentamer, (c) a weighted residue contact 
map, (d) an essential dynamics plot and (e) a coordination propensity heat map. 

 

2.2 Molecular visualization 

The NGL Viewer is used for molecular visualization due to its memory-efficient rendering 

capability. Various metrics (correlations from PRS, centrality values, coarse-grained atom 

positions, and modes from ANM) are mapped onto a user-provided protein structure to facilitate 

interpretation. A viewer is also embedded to enable trajectory visualization. 
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2.3 MD-TASK 

MD-TASK provides tools for performing DRN, DCC and PRS calculations. The previous 

implementation of DRN has been upgraded to eight metrics (See Figure 2). Each of the network 

centrality metrics (Hagberg et al., 2008) is computed for each MD frame, and their centrality 

values are aggregated residue-wise as medians or time-averages. Mapped 3D structures can be 

directly visualized/ compared and are saved in PDBx/mmCIF format. CSV files of the DRN 

metrics are generated. A residue contact heat map tool now facilitates the comparison of a 

relatively large number of weighted contact maps, e.g. a common site or a mutation locus across 

several mutants. The algorithm for PRS is unchanged; but the interface now requires only a 

trajectory, its topology (the initial conformation) and a target conformation to generate an 

interactive 3D map of residue correlations. A new pairwise CP tool, based on the notion that 

signal transduction events are directly related to distance fluctuations, describes the efficiency of 

communication between all residue pairs. It is computed as the mean-square fluctuation of inter-

residue distance (Cα atoms). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Relationships between DRN metrics inferred from HIV protease using pairwise Pearson correlations.. The 
previous implementation of DRN in MD-TASK has been upgraded to a total of 8 centrality metrics [betweenness 
centrality (BC), average shortest path lengths (L), closeness centrality (CC), eccentricity (ECC), degree centrality 
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(DC), eigencentrality (EC), PageRank (PR) and Katz (KC) centrality]. Each of the network centrality metrics is 
computed for each MD frame, and their centrality values are aggregated residue-wise as medians or time-averages. 
In this case, the average was used.  Briefly, these are the definitions of the metrics: (1) BC is the fraction of 
shortest paths that go through an intervening node. It is normalized by the number of geodesics for all node pairs. (2) 
CC is highest when the average path length connecting a node all other nodes in a graph is shortest. (3) Conversely, 
L (the inverse of CC) is maximized when the average path length is longest. (4) ECC is the longest path from a node 
to any other other node in a graph. (5) DC computes the number of residue neighbors (degree) and normalizes by the 
total number of nodes in the graph. (6) EC is obtained from the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 
obtained by decomposing the adjacency matrix. This is an extension of DC by virtue of attributing node importance 
on the basis of the degree of their adjacent nodes. (7) KC is a generalization of EC, which via an adjacency damping 
coefficient alpha and a basal adjacency beta, assigns centrality on the basis of the node’s immediate connectivity, 
including those beyond one degree of separation. (8) PR is an adjusted version of KC, which assigns centrality 
values by factoring in the degree of their neighbors and the importance of their connections. 
 
 
2.4 MODE-TASK 

MODE-TASK enables the calculation of protein ED, and the estimation of normal modes from 

coarse-grained static proteins under the assumptions of the elastic network model. The user is 

guided from the initial (optional) coarse-graining step, to solving and visualizing the normal 

modes. Mean square fluctuation can be computed. PCA tools are also integrated. Comparative 

ED aligns one or more trajectories to a reference trajectory before performing a single 

decomposition to lay out all conformations on a common set of principal axes. Comparative ED 

features automated conformation extraction from lowest energy basins and applies k-means to 

sample centroid conformations from the first 2 principal components in standard PCA. N and C 

terminal residues may be deselected before the structural alignment step, to reduce unwanted 

noise a improve performance. Residue selection is enabled, and is applied post global fitting of 

the Cα atoms. 

3. Performance 
HIV protease was used to test the server-side run time of each tool (Table 1), except for ANM 

where a capsid pentamer was used. Test data can be found at https://github.com/oliserand/MD-

TASK-prep/example_data. 

 
Table 1. Tool performance evaluations 
Tool Average run time 

(secs) 

PRS (198 residues, 20 frames, 100 perturbations) 246 
DCC (198 residues, 1001 frames) 608 
CP (198 residues, 1001 frames) 1020 
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DRN (average or median; 198 residues; 20 frames) 
BC 32 
L 71 
Degree 28 
Closeness 42 
Eccentricity 40 
Eigenvector 28 
PageRank 42 
Katz 40 
Residue contact map (1001 frames) 22 
Contact heat map (6 variants) 10 
Essential dynamics (198 residues, 1001 frames) 
 Standard PCA 25 
 Internal PCA 112 
 MDS 234 
 t-SNE 263 
 Comparative ED (2 proteins) 38 
 
ANM from the enterovirus 71 capsid pentamer  
(PDB ID: 3VBS) 
Coarse-graining 48 
ANM construction (270 residues) 64 
3D visualization + MSF 17 
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